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The Rough Guide to Japan Rough Guides
Where to Wear New York Shopping Guide Jill

2017-09-19 This in-depth coverage of Japan's

Fairchild 2005-10 Slick, cool and unforgettable,

attractions, sights, and restaurants takes you to

New York City does fashion with sophistication.

the most rewarding spots-from the cutting-edge

Confidence is not lacking in this 'city that never

modernism of Tokyo, the history and culture of

sleeps', so don't miss out - especially on a

Kyoto, to the heights of Mt. Fuji-and stunning

chance to shop. Our New York guide, the first of

color photography brings the nation to life. The

the series, is as up to date as ever with shopping

locally based Rough Guides author team

tips. Whether you're heading to Madison Avenue

introduces the best places to stop and explore,

or over to SoHo you'll discover something new in

and provides reliable insider tips on topics such

this shopper's bible. The quirky vintage dress, the

as driving the roads, taking walking tours, or

perfect leather jacket.there's no better source for

visiting local landmarks. You'll find special

where it's at. New York, New York . Need we say

coverage of history, art, architecture, and

more?

literature, and detailed information on the best
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markets and shopping for each area in this

York's Hamptons, where miles of spectacular

fascinating country. The Rough Guide to Japan

white sand beaches and sea grass-covered

also unearths the best restaurants, nightlife, and

dunes dazzle visitors; where picturesque

places to stay, from backpacker hostels to

windmills provide evidence of an agrarian past;

beachfront villas and boutique hotels, and color-

and many Native American and Dutch place

coded maps feature every sight and listing. Make

names still survive, offering clues to the ethnic

the most of your time with The Rough Guide to

makeup of the area's population. Once home to

Japan.

occupying British troops, bootleggers, and

The Rough Guide to Tokyo Rough Guides

whaling captains; longtime home of fishermen,

2017-07-06 The Rough Guide to Tokyo is the

artists, and duck farmers, the Hamptons are also

ultimate travel guide to Japan's weird and

known as the playground of the wealthy, with

wonderful capital city. Discover Tokyo's highlights

fabulous shopping, dining, and amenities, but

with stunning photography, colour-coded maps

don't be fooled: there's something for everyone in

and more listings and information than ever

this lovely locale that's so close to New York City

before. You'll find detailed practical advice on

but a world away--Cover.

what to see and do in Tokyo - from the hipster

American Book Publishing Record 2003

bars of Shibuya and Shimokitazawa to the top

A Hedonist's Guide to New York Andrew Stone

spots for Japanese classic meals such as sushi,

2009 The world’s favorite city and arguably

ramen, tempura and okonomiyaki - as well as up-

foremost truly global metropolis, New York is fast-

to-date descriptions of the best hotels, clubs,

paced and constantly changing. From the high-

shops and more, for all budgets. Whether you're

end chic restaurants in Midtown to the alternative

planning to explore neighbourhoods such as

underground bars of the Lower East Side, from

Shinjuku, Ginza and Ueno in depth, or need fast-

the established grandeur of the Upper West Side

fix itineraries and "Best of" boxes that pick out the

to the unashamed wealth of the Upper East, from

highlights you won't want to miss, The Rough

glam (and gay) Chelsea to the taste-makers of

Guide to Tokyo is your essential guide to the city.

the Meatpacking District, this is a city that

Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide

desperately needs a tour guide. Hg2's crack team

to Tokyo.

of writers come to the rescue with this

Explorer's Guide Hamptons: A Great Destination:

discriminating guidebook. Targeting a generation

Includes North Fork & Shelter Island (Sixth

of "time poor, cash rich" travelers who want only

Edition) Suzi Forbes Chase 2010-06-14 Visit New

the best, A Hedonist's Guide to New York is
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packed with photographs, hidden venues, and

discuss their approaches to experience design for

easy-to-use color-coded maps. Completely

groundbreaking technologies. Design not only

revised, updated, and redesigned, this second

provides the framework for how technology works

edition helps visitors bypass the mundane and

and how it’s used, but also places it in a broader

head toward the magnificent.

context that includes the total ecosystem with

The Rough Guide to London Rough Guides

which it interacts and the possibility of unintended

2016-02-01 From the glitz of Mayfair to the pop-

consequences. If you’re a UX designer or

ups of Peckham, London offers limitless

engineer open to complexity and dissonant ideas,

opportunities for exploration, and The Rough

this book is a revelation. Contributors include:

Guide to London with you don't miss a thing.

Stephen Anderson, PoetPainter, LLC Lisa

Updated by local experts, the guide will take you

Caldwell, Brazen UX Martin Charlier, Independent

to both the headline sights and lesser-known

Design Consultant Jeff Faneuff, Carbonite Andy

gems, from the world-class museums in South

Goodman, Fjord US Camille Goudeseune,

Kensington to the up-and-coming neighbourhoods

Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-

of East London. Dubbed the world's most

Champaign Bill Hartman, Essential Design Steven

multicultural city, London has something for

Keating, MIT Media Lab, Mediated Matter Group

everyone, from munching your way around Maltby

Brook Kennedy, Virginia Tech Dirk Knemeyer,

Street Market to admiring the view from the top of

Involution Studios Barry Kudrowitz, University of

The Shard. With chapters dedicated to the best

Minnesota Gershom Kutliroff, Omek Studio at

hotels, restaurants and cafés, pubs and bars, live

Intel Michal Levin, Google Matt Nish-Lapidus,

music and clubs, shops, theatre, kids' activities

Normative Erin Rae Hoffer, Autodesk Marco

and more, you'll be sure to make the most of your

Righetto, SumAll Juhan Sonin, Involution Studios

time in the city with The Rough Guide to London.

Scott Stropkay, Essential Design Scott Sullivan,

Designing for Emerging Technologies Jonathan

Adaptive Path Hunter Whitney, Hunter Whitney

Follett 2014-11-07 The recent digital and mobile

and Associates, Inc. Yaron Yanai, Omek Studio

revolutions are a minor blip compared to the next

at Intel

wave of technological change, as everything from

The Ultimate Guide to Informed Wearable

robot swarms to skin-top embeddable computers

Technology Christine Farion 2022-10-31 Master

and bio printable organs start appearing in

wearable technology with this book including

coming years. In this collection of inspiring

colored images and over 50 activities using

essays, designers, engineers, and researchers

Arduino and ESP32, build useful, stylish, and
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smart wearable devices, and create interactive

interactive prototypes and sew, solder, and

circuits that react to us and our environment Key

program your own Arduino-based wearable

Features Learn wearable technology and build

devices with a purpose. What you will learn

electronic circuits with fun activities using Arduino

Construct sewable electronic circuits with

systems Get an in-depth understanding of e-

conductive thread and materials Discover the

textiles and ESP32 microcontrollers to create

features of LilyPad, Gemma, Circuit Playground,

interactive wearables Apply a design innovation

and other boards Use various components for

approach and best practices to address real-world

listening, moving, sensing actions, and visualizing

issues Book Description Wearable circuits add

outputs Control ESP32 development boards for

interaction and purpose to clothing and other

IoT exploration Understand why and how to

wearable devices that are currently widely used in

prototype to create interactive wearables Get

medical, social, safety, entertainment, and sports

skilled in sewing and soldering sensors to

fields. To develop useful and impressive

Arduino-based circuits Design and build a hyper-

prototypes and wearables, you'll need to be

body wearable that senses and reacts Master a

skilled in designing electronic circuits and working

Design Innovation approach for creating

with wearable technologies. This book takes you

wearables with a purpose Who this book is for

on an interesting journey through wearable

This book is for electronics engineers, embedded

technology, starting from electronic circuits,

system engineers and designers, and R&D

materials, and e-textile toolkits to using Arduino,

engineers, who are beginners in the wearable

which includes a variety of sensors, outputs,

technology domain as well as makers and

actuators, and microcontrollers such as Gemma

hobbyists who have an interest in creative

M0 and ESP32. As you progress, you'll be

computing. It will also be useful for teachers,

carefully guided through creating an advanced

students, and researchers, who are learning

IoT project. You'll learn by doing and create

interaction design, physical computing,

wearables with the help of practical examples and

technology, fashion, or arts. Having a basic

exercises. Later chapters will show you how to

understanding of Arduino-based systems will help

develop a hyper-body wearable and solder and

in easily comprehending the contents of the book.

sew circuits. Finally, you'll discover how to build a

The Magic Garment Rebecca Cunningham

culture-driven wearable to track data and provide

2019-10-22 Successful costume design requires a

feedback using a Design Innovation approach.

solid foundation in general artistic principles and

After reading this book, you'll be able to design

specific knowledge of how to apply those
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principles. Cunningham presents readers with just

Body: A Wearable Product Designer's Guide,

such a foundation and develops it to expose

unlike other anatomy books, is divided into

beginning costume designers to the myriad skills

sections pertinent to wearable product designers.

they need to develop in order to costume

Two introductory chapters include many

successful stage productions. She begins at the

definitions, an introduction to anatomical

most basic conceptual level—reading plays from a

terminology, and brief discussions of the body's

costume designer's perspective. She then follows

systems, setting the stage for the remaining

through with the practical considerations that

chapters. The book is extensively referenced and

must be considered at every stage of the

has a large glossary with both anatomical and

costuming process—research, development,

design terms making it maximally useful for

sketching, and costume construction.

interdisciplinary collaborative work. The book

Cunningham has built on the long-standing

includes 200 original illustrations and many

success of the outstanding first edition with new

product examples to demonstrate relationships

figures and updates throughout the text, including

between wearable product components and

24 pages in full color. Examples have been

anatomy. Exercises introduce useful anatomical,

selected from a wide range of stage productions

physiological, and biomechanical concepts and

representing a variety of designers, styles, and

include design challenges. Features Includes

approaches. Interviews with award-winning

body region chapters on head and neck, upper

designers from stage, film, and other media show

torso and arms, lower torso and legs, the mid-

the practical importance of the book's concepts.

torso, hands, feet, and a chapter on the body as

Every chapter incorporates material reflecting the

a whole Contains short sections on growth and

ever-increasing impact of technology, especially

development, pregnancy, and aging as well as

computers, on costuming. New to this edition is

sections on posture, gait, and designing total

an ancillary download package (available here),

body garments Describes important regional

giving students a selection of basic figure

muscles and their actions as well as joint range

drawings to serve as the base layer for digital

of motion (ROM) definitions and data with

renderings, ready-made forms and checklists for

applications to designing motion into wearable

assembling and organizing costumes for shows,

products Presents appendices correlating to each

and a list of research and reference websites with

body region’s anatomy with instructions for

easily clickable links.

landmarking and measuring the body, a valuable

Human Body Karen L. LaBat 2019-02-18 Human

resource for a lifetime of designing
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Where Stylists Shop Booth Moore 2017-01-17

coming designer clothing in Cape Town —Where

The Secret Source List of Designers, Stylists,

to shop in Paris on a Sunday Wherever you are

Editors, Bloggers, Models, Costume Designers,

in the world, you have the ultimate source on

Street-Style Stars, and Tastemakers Booth

stylish shopping at your fingertips.

Moore, longtime fashion journalist and Senior

The Good Web Guide Arabella Dymoke 2004

Fashion Editor at The Hollywood Reporter, brings

This guide has been completely revised and

together her A-list contact list and exceptional

updated. The authors have revisited all the

fashion industry access to create the definitive

websites recommended in the first edition and cut

guide to shopping around the world. As an

out the dead wood, bringing the book thoroughly

international authority on fashion, Moore has

up to date. It is aimed at every family and

interviewed more than 175 of the top designers,

household.

stylists, editors, bloggers, models, costume

Time Out London Shopping Guide Ismay Atkins

designers, street-style stars, and tastemakers on

2005-10 Featuring more than 3,000 shops and

where they shop—from hidden vintage gems in

services from fashion to home furnishings, this

Paris to up-and-coming local designer boutiques

guide is both a practical resource and a fun read.

in Sydney, from old-school New York

Comprehensive listings include hours of

establishments and made-to-order jewelry in Los

operation, prices, and which credit cards are

Angeles to the best street markets in Hong Kong,

accepted.

all the shopping secrets of the fashion elite are

The Rough Guide to Tokyo (Travel Guide eBook)

revealed. In this guide, you will discover: —Where

Rough Guides 2020-03-01 The Rough Guide to

in Brooklyn to get the vintage threads the cast of

Tokyo Make the most of your time on Earth with

Girls wear —Which store in Austin has the perfect

the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it

worn-in cowboy boots —What tips and tricks the

like it is' travel guide. Get Olympic ready with this

pros have for online shopping —How to shop for

practical 'tell it like it is' guidebook to Tokyo.

the Frida Kahlo look in Mexico City, and find

Featuring extensive listings and maps, this is

capes in Madrid like Picasso wore —How to find

packed with information to help travellers make

the Milan outlet stores where knowing editors pick

the most of their Tokyo 2020 Olympic adventure.

-up designer discounts —Where the fashion set

Discover Japan with this comprehensive and

go for Soviet-era throwback threads in Moscow

entertaining travel guide, packed with practical

—How to find the Tokyo smoothie store that hides

information and honest recommendations by our

a punk rock paradise —Sources for up-and-

independent experts. Whether you plan to scoff
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sushi, be dazzled by neon Akihabara or drink

'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights

sake until your head spins, the Rough Guide to

into Japan, with coverage of history, religion,

Tokyo will help you discover the best places to

ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books,

explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way.

plus a handy language section and glossary -

Features of this travel guide to Tokyo: - Detailed

Covers: the Imperial Palace and around; Ginza

regional coverage: provides practical information

and around; Akihabara and around; Ueno and

for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track

around; Asakusa and around; Ryogoku and

adventures to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist

Kiyosumi; Bayside Tokyo; Akasuka and

areas - Honest and independent reviews: written

Roppongi; Ebisu and the south; Harajuku;

with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour,

Aoyama and Shibuya; Shinjinku and the west;

honesty and expertise, our writers will help you

Ikebukuro and the north. You may also be

make the most from your trip to Japan -

interested in: The Rough Guide to Japan, Pocket

Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps,

Rough Guide Tokyo, The Rough Guide to China

with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find

About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been

your way around Harajuku, Asakusa and many

inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30

more locations without needing to get online -

million copies sold globally. Synonymous with

Fabulous full-colour photography: features

practical travel tips, quality writing and a

inspirational colour photography, including the

trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough

dizzying lights of Shinjuku and awe-inspiring

Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides

presence of Senso-ji Temple. - Time-saving

to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.

itineraries: carefully planned routes will help

A Hedonist's Guide to Paris Nina Vlotides 2006

inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences -

Described by Harpers & Queen as "a chic

Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of

insider's guide for sophisticated travellers," these

Roppongi, Ginza, Akihabara and Bayside Tokyo's

sleek, black city guides are aimed at the more

best sights and top experiences - Travel tips and

discerning traveller looking to sidestep the usual

info: packed with essential pre-departure

tourist traps and penetrate the skin of each

information including getting around,

city.The Hedonist's Guide To series offers a

accommodation, food and drink, health, the

definitive view of the finest restaurants, the most

media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities,

stylish hotels, the chicest bars, the best shopping,

culture and etiquette, shopping and more -

the most luxurious spas and the cultural highlights

Background information: comprehensive

in each city. Individually tried and tested, every
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bar, restaurant, hotel, cafe and nightclub is

color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and

accompanied by a photograph.

custom maps that illuminate every page, DK

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide San Francisco &

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

Northern California DK 2015-10-06 DK

Northern California truly shows you this region as

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

no one else can.

Northern California is your in-depth guide to the

The Rough Guide to Bali & Lombok Lucy Ridout

very best of San Francisco and its surrounding

2013-10-03 Make the most of the cultural and

area. Experience the greatest attractions the

natural richness of Bali and Lombok with this

region has to offer, from strolling across the

comprehensive and up-to-date guide. The full-

Golden Gate Bridge to sunning with sea lions on

colour introduction shows off the islands'

Pier 39 to discovering the city's hottest

highlights, from dramatic cliff-top temples to

neighborhoods on walking tours. Plus, check out

sparkling white-sand beaches. Whatever kind of

the best of Northern California with suggested

traveller you are, from beachcomber to eco-

highlights for Mocino, Napa Valley wine country,

tourist, on a budget or money's-no-object, you'll

national parks, and more. Discover DK

find the accommodation, restaurants and

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

experiences that are right for you, whether you're

Northern California: + Detailed itineraries and

looking for bargain hostels and beach shacks or

"don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance. +

chic spas and boutique hotels. Alongside great

Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important

coverage of family-friendly destinations and

sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor

activities, the unique volcanic landscapes,

information for major museums. + Guided walking

Balinese pop music and performing arts there's

tours, local drink and dining specialties to try,

advice on where to dive, how to arrange treks up

things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop

the island's volcanoes and the top surf breaks.

by area. + Area maps marked with sights and

The Rough Guide to Bali and Lombok gives you

restaurants. + Detailed city maps include street

all the practical advice you'll need for a great

finder index for easy navigation. + Insights into

adventure. Originally published in print in 2011.

history and culture to help you understand the

Now available in ePub format.

stories behind the sights. + Suggested day-trips

Pocket Rough Guide Tokyo (Travel Guide eBook)

and itineraries to explore beyond the city. + Hotel

Rough Guides 2020-07-01 Pocket Rough Guide

and restaurant listings highlight DK Choice

Tokyo Make the most of your time on Earth with

special recommendations. With hundreds of full-

the ultimate travel guides. Entertaining,
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informative and stylish pocket guide. Get Olympic

getting around, health, tourist information,

ready with this pocket guidebook to Tokyo. It's a

festivals and events, plus an A-Z directory and

treasure trove of practical information, expert-

handy language section and glossary - Attractive

curated listings and maps that will help travellers

user-friendly design: features fresh magazine-

make the most of their 2020 Olympic adventure.

style layout, inspirational colour photography and

Discover the best of Tokyo with this compact and

colour-coded maps throughout - Covers: Imperial

entertaining pocket travel guide. This slim, trim

Palace and around; Ginza and around; Akihabara

treasure trove of trustworthy travel information is

and around; Ueno and around; Asakusa and

ideal for short-trip travellers and covers all the key

around; Bayside Tokyo; Akasaka and Roppongi;

sights (Senso-Ji temple, Golden Gai, Shibuya

Ebisu and the south; Harajuku and Shibuya;

crossing), restaurants, shops, cafés and bars,

Shinjuku and the west; Ikebukuro and the north

plus inspired ideas for day-trips, with honest and

Looking for a comprehensive travel guide to

independent recommendations from our experts.

Japan? Try The Rough Guide to Japan for an

Features of this travel guide to Tokyo - Compact

informative and entertaining look at all the country

format: packed with practical information, this is

has to offer. About Rough Guides: Rough Guides

the perfect travel companion when you're out and

have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years,

about exploring Tokyo - Honest and independent

with over 30 million copies sold. Synonymous

reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark

with practical travel tips, quality writing and a

blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our

trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough

writers will help you make the most of your trip -

Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides

Incisive area-by-area overviews: covering Ginza,

to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.

Harajuku, Shinjuku and more, the practical

Human Body Karen L. LaBat 2019-02-18 Human

'Places' section provides all you need to know

Body: A Wearable Product Designer's Guide,

about must-see sights and the best places to eat,

unlike other anatomy books, is divided into

drink and shop - Handy pull-out map: with every

sections pertinent to wearable product designers.

major sight and listing highlighted, the pull-out

Two introductory chapters include many

map makes on-the-ground navigation easy -

definitions, an introduction to anatomical

Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes

terminology, and brief discussions of the body's

will help inspire and inform your on-the-road

systems, setting the stage for the remaining

experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with

chapters. The book is extensively referenced and

essential pre-departure information including

has a large glossary with both anatomical and
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design terms making it maximally useful for

rate in many fields of science and electronics the

interdisciplinary collaborative work. The book

possibilities offered by wearable technologies are

includes 200 original illustrations and many

tremendous and widespread. These

product examples to demonstrate relationships

advancements will transform the world and will

between wearable product components and

soon begin to permeate into commercial products.

anatomy. Exercises introduce useful anatomical,

The first section of the book discusses the

physiological, and biomechanical concepts and

materials and devices used in the field, including

include design challenges. Features Includes

electro-statically generated nanofibres,

body region chapters on head and neck, upper

electroceramic fibres and composites and

torso and arms, lower torso and legs, the mid-

electroactive fabrics. It summarizes recent

torso, hands, feet, and a chapter on the body as

developments in electrically conductive fabric

a whole Contains short sections on growth and

structures and puts together a few theoretical

development, pregnancy, and aging as well as

treatments of the electro-mechanical properties of

sections on posture, gait, and designing total

various fabric structures. The next section reviews

body garments Describes important regional

topics related to wearable photonics such as fibre

muscles and their actions as well as joint range

optic sensors and integrated smart textile

of motion (ROM) definitions and data with

structures, the developments in various flexible

applications to designing motion into wearable

photonic display technologies as well as looking

products Presents appendices correlating to each

at current communication apparel and optical fibre

body region’s anatomy with instructions for

fabric displays. Next the book focuses on

landmarking and measuring the body, a valuable

integrated structures and system architectures.

resource for a lifetime of designing

Finally the issues facing a fashion designer

Wearable Electronics and Photonics Xiaoming

working with wearables are explored. Wearable

Tao 2005-03-29 Integrating electronics into

electronics and photonics covers many aspects of

clothing is a major new concept, which opens up

the cutting-edge research and development into

a whole array of multi-functional, wearable

this exciting field and provides a window through

electro-textiles for sensing/monitoring body

which only a small portion of the exciting

functions, delivering communication facilities, data

emerging technology can be seen. With

transfer, individual environment control, and many

contributions from a panel of international experts

other applications. With revolutionary

in the field this is an essential guide for all

advancements occurring at an unprecedented

electrical, textile and biomedical engineers as well
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as academics and fashion designers. Stay one

California.

step ahead of the industry on this hot topic

The Rough Guide to Chicago Rich McHugh 2003

Evaluates the major new concept of integrating

An honest, illustrated, detailed guide to the

electronics into clothing Explores future trends for

quintessential American city. Full coverage of all

fashion and specialist clothing

the neighbourhoods, including the downtown

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

Loop and its prominent skyline, and ethnic

Northern California AnneLise Sorensen

enclaves like Greektown and Pilsen, plu ssighs

2011-07-04 DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: San

from the Art Institute of Chicago to the shops on

Francisco & Northern California will lead you

Michigan Avenue and all the Frank Lloyd Wright

through the best attractions the region has on

houses in Oak Park. Listings of restaurants,

offer, including fully illustrated coverage of all the

nightlife and accomodation cater for all budgets

major sights from walking the Golden Gate Bridge

and include places to hear the Chicago Blues and

to sailing out to somber Alcatraz. The guide

engage in local pastimes such as rooting for the

provides all the insider tips every visitor needs,

doomed Cubs baseball team. Tours and

whether you are exploring Lake Tahoe or

excursions to the North Shore are also listed.

experiencing the delights of some of the richest

The Rough Guide to Tokyo Martin Zatko

wine regions in the world, with comprehensive

2014-07-01 The new-look Rough Guide to Tokyo,

listings of the best hotels, restaurants, shops, and

now in full color throughout, is the ultimate travel

nightlife in each region for all budgets. You'll find

companion to Japan's jaw-dropping capital.

3D cutaways and floor plans of all the must-see

Augmented by stunning photography and full

sites including Fort Mason and the Yerba Buena

listings sections, this guide also contains color-

Gardens. Also included are street maps of major

coded maps that provide the key to this hectic,

towns and cities plus reliable information about

sometimes indecipherable city. You'll find detailed

getting around. The DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:

practical advice on what to see and do in Tokyo,

San Francisco & Northern California explores the

from ancient temples and the Imperial Palace to

culture, history, wineries and national parks, not

the searing neon lights of Shibuya and Shinjuku.

forgetting the varied and dramatic surrounding

Whatever your budget, the best places to sleep,

countryside. With all the sites, beaches, shops,

eat, drink, and shop are all covered, with best-of

and attractions listed town by town, this DK

boxes picking out the highlights you won't want to

Eyewitness Travel guidebook is your essential

miss. Before long, you could be eating the world's

companion to San Francisco and Northern

finest sushi, drinking sake in a local izakaya,
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watching a sumo or robot battle, or sleeping in

Golden Gate Bridge to sunning with sea lions on

one of the city's famed capsule hotels. Make the

Pier 39 to discovering the city's hottest

most of your trip with The Rough Guide to Tokyo.

neighborhoods on walking tours. Plus, check out

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide San Francisco and

the best of Northern California with suggested

Northern California DK Eyewitness 2018-03-20

highlights for Mendocino, Napa Valley wine

The best places to visit in San Francisco-from the

country, national parks, and more. Discover DK

iconic Golden Gate Bridge and Coit Tower, to

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

contemporary SFMOMA and the buzzing

Northern California. + Detailed itineraries and

Fisherman's Wharf-are showcased in this guide

"don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance. +

with fantastic photography, illustrations, and

Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important

detailed descriptions. Reviews of shops,

sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor

restaurants, and where to stay in San Francisco

information for major museums. + Guided walking

will help you plan your perfect trip. Escape the

tours, local drink and dining specialties to try,

city to tour the Napa and Sonoma Valley

things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop

wineries, go hiking in Yosemite National Park, or

by area. + Area maps marked with sights and

relax on one of Northern California's best

restaurants. + Detailed city maps include street

beaches. Discover the sights of this vibrant, West

finder index for easy navigation. + Insights into

Coast city and beyond with DK Eyewitness Travel

history and culture to help you understand the

Guide: San Francisco & Northern California. With

stories behind the sights. + Suggested day-trips

hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn

and itineraries to explore beyond the city. + Hotel

illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate

and restaurant listings highlight DK Choice

every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: San

special recommendations. With hundreds of full-

Francisco & Northern California truly shows you

color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and

this city as no one else can.

custom maps that illuminate every page, DK

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide San Francisco and

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

Northern California DK Travel 2016-10-18 DK

Northern California truly shows you what others

Eyewitness Travel Guide: San Francisco &

only tell you.

Northern California is your in-depth guide to the

Advances in Human Factors in Wearable

very best of San Francisco and its surrounding

Technologies and Game Design Tareq Z. Ahram

area. Experience the greatest attractions the

2018-06-23 This book focuses on the human

region has to offer, from strolling across the

aspects of wearable technologies and game
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design, which are often neglected. It shows how

projects. This book provides a pragmatic A to Z

user centered practices can optimize wearable

guide on the design, deployment and use of

experience, thus improving user acceptance,

wearable technologies for laboratory and remote

satisfaction and engagement towards novel

patient assessment, aligning the shared interests

wearable gadgets. It describes both research and

of diverse professions to meet with a common

best practices in the applications of human

goal of translating engineering theory to modern

factors and ergonomics to sensors, wearable

clinical practice. It offers multidisciplinary

technologies and game design innovations, as

experiences to guide engineers where no

well as results obtained upon integration of the

clinically advice and expertise may be available.

wearability principles identified by various

Entering the domain of wearables in healthcare is

researchers for aesthetics, affordance, comfort,

notoriously difficult as projects and ideas often fail

contextual-awareness, customization, ease of

to deliver due to the lack of clinical

use, ergonomy, intuitiveness, obtrusiveness,

understanding, i.e., what do healthcare

information overload, privacy, reliability,

professionals and patients really need? This book

responsiveness, satisfaction, subtlety, user

provides engineers and computer scientists with

friendliness and wearability. The book is based on

the clinical guidance to ensure their novel work

the AHFE 2018 Conference on Human Factors

successfully translates to inform real-world clinical

and Wearable Technologies and the AHFE 2018

diagnosis, treatment and management. Presents

Conference on Human Factors in Game Design

the first guide for wearable technologies in a

and Virtual Environments , held on July 21–25,

multidisciplinary and translational manner Helps

2018 in Orlando, Florida, and addresses

engineers design real-world applications to help

professionals, researchers, and students dealing

them better understand theory and drive

with the human aspects of wearable, smart and/or

pragmatic clinical solutions Combines the

interactive technologies and game design

expertise of engineers and clinicians in one go-to

research.

guide, accessible to all

Digital Health Alan Godfrey 2021-07-06 Digital

Fashion Design, Referenced Alicia Kennedy

Health: Exploring Use and Integration of

2013-02-01 Fashion Design, Referenced is a

Wearables is the first book to show how and why

comprehensive guide through the art and industry

engineering theory is used to solve real-world

of fashion design, richly illustrated with over 1,000

clinical applications, considering the knowledge

photographs and drawings. Within the framework

and lessons gathered during many international

of four central categories, Fashion Design,
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Referenced examines the many interwoven

covers all aspects of sustainable apparel

elements that form the tapestry of fashion.

production including the raw materials employed,

“Fundamentals” provides an overview of the

sustainable manufacturing processes, and

essential structure of the fashion profession (its

environmental as well as social assessments of

organization, specializations, and centers) and

apparel production. The book highlights the

looks at shifts in style over time and in ever-faster

environmental and social impacts of apparel and

cycles going forward. “Principles” introduces the

its assessment. It explores the complexities

steps in creating a collection, from design to

involved in implementing sustainable measures in

production, and explores directions suggested by

the massive supply chain of apparel production.

sustainability and technology. “Dissemination”

The discussion then turns to sustainability and

charts the many avenues by which fashion

consumption behavior of the apparel industry and

reaches its audience, whether on the catwalk or

the assessment of sustainability aspects and

in the store, in print or online, in the museum or

parameters. The text details technologies that can

on the street. “Practice” gathers and appraises

pave the way toward sustainability in production

the work of the most influential and innovative

and closes with coverage of design aspects,

fashion designers of the twentieth and twenty-first

particularly sustainable design/eco design and

centuries. From its first question—What is fashion

new approaches to fashion sustainability. A vast

design?—to its last—What does the future

and complex topic, sustainability in apparel

hold?—Fashion Design, Referenced chronicles the

production has many faces and facets. With

scope of ideas, inspirations, and expressions that

contributions from an international panel of

define fashion culture. Visit the Fashion Design,

experts, this book unites all the elements,

Referenced Facebook page and become a fan at

including very minute details, and supports them

http://www.facebook.com/FashionDesignReferenc

with detailed and interesting case studies. It gives

ed!

you a framework for moving towards

Handbook of Sustainable Apparel Production

sustainability.

Subramanian Senthilkannan Muthu 2015-04-28 A

Adventure Guide to the Virgin Islands Lynne

hot-button societal issue, sustainability has

Sullivan 2001 This guidebook provides

become a frequently heard term in every

comprehensive coverage of both the U.S. and

industrial segment. Sustainability in apparel

British Virgin Islands with information on history,

production is a vast topic and it has many facets.

economy, culture, and practical ways to have a

Handbook of Sustainable Apparel Production

stress-free vacation. Photos.
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The Rough Guide to Bali and Lombok Shafik

Angeles is the ultimate hands-on manual to the

Meghji 2014-10-01 Now available in ePub format.

L.A. retail grail. Rob Campbell has searched for

The Rough Guide to Bali and Lombok is the

the best and most interesting things to buy in a

ultimate guide for independent travelers visiting

variety of categories, including housewares,

Indonesia's two most famous islands. With full-

clothing, vintage, antiques, baby wear, and gifts.

color throughout, clear maps, and stunning

The Serious Shopping Guide doesn't ignore L.A.

photography, The Rough Guide to Bali and

standards like Barneys and Fred Segal, but you'll

Lombok will ensure you make the most of these

keep it in the glove compartment for its wealth of

alluring islands, with insider tips on everything

hidden shopping adventures all over the Los

from indulgent spa retreats and fantastic shops,

Angeles area. Campbell also turns shopping up a

to the best hotels, restaurants and bars to suit

notch by laying out forty shopping districts from

every budget. Bali's charms are many, whether

Melrose and Beverly Hills to Glendale and Palm

you want to surf its rugged coastlines, go diving

Springs. The Serious Shopping Guide divulges

at fashionable hot spots, or explore the island's

secret haunts and tips you won't find elsewhere--

lush interior and celebrated cultural heart, Ubud,

like when the best vintage shops put out new

a magnet for art-lovers and a showcase for Bali's

shipments, and which flea markets yield treasures

fascinating traditions. On Lombok, trek up

and which ones trash--along with many places

Gunung Rinjani, one of Indonesia's highest

that will become your new go-to destinations.

peaks, or escape to the remote, white sandy

Rough Guide to Japan (Travel Guide eBook)

beaches of the Gili Islands. For all the

Rough Guides 2020-10-01 The Rough Guide to

experiences you're looking for, you'll find detailed

Japan Make the most of your time on Earth with

practical advice and how to make the most of

the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it

your time with The Rough Guide to Bali and

like it is' travel guide. Get Olympic ready with this

Lombok.

practical 'tell it like it is' guidebook to Japan.

The Serious Shopping Guide: Los Angeles Rob

Featuring extensive listings and maps, this is

Campbell 2013-12-24 The ultimate shopping

packed with information to help travellers make

guide for the stylish Angeleno life. INCLUDES

the most of their Tokyo 2020 Olympic adventure.

Clothing for men and women Furniture and

Discover Japan with this comprehensive and

housewares Vintage/antique Many more things

entertaining travel guide, packed with practical

you never knew you just had to have With over

information and honest recommendations by our

200 listings, The Serious Shopping Guide: Los

independent experts. Whether you plan to make
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the tough but rewarding hike up Mount Fuji,

culture and etiquette, shopping and more -

wander through neon-drenched Tokyo or take a

Background information: comprehensive

tour around the numerous sake breweries, The

'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights

Rough Guide to Japan will help you discover the

into Japan, with coverage of history, religion,

best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep

ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books,

along the way. Features of this travel guide to

plus a handy language section and glossary -

Japan: - Detailed regional coverage: provides

Covers: Tokyo (and around); Northern Honshu;

practical information for every kind of trip, from

Hokkaido; Central Honshu; Kyoto and Nara;

off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out

Kansai; Western Honshu; Shikoku; Kyushu;

breaks in popular tourist areas - Honest and

Okinawa You may also be interested in: Pocket

independent reviews: written with Rough Guides'

Rough Guide Tokyo, Rough Guide Tokyo, Rough

trademark blend of humour, honesty and

Guide Phrasebook: Japanese About Rough

expertise, our writers will help you make the most

Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring

from your trip to Japan - Meticulous mapping:

travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million

practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered,

copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical

colour-coded keys. Find your way around Osaka,

travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it

Fukuoka and many more locations without

like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes

needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour

more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations,

photography: features inspirational colour

gift-books and phrasebooks.

photography, including the tranquil, moss-covered

The new dynamics of ageing Walker, Alan

temples of Kyoto and an abundance of delicious

2018-02-28 This volume and its companion, The

sushi that will leave you salivating. - Time-saving

new dynamics of ageing volume 2, provide

itineraries: carefully planned routes will help

comprehensive multi-disciplinary overviews of the

inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences -

very latest research on ageing. It reports the

Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of

outcomes of the most concerted investigation

Naoshima, Yakushima, Hiroshima and Nikko's

ever undertaken into both the influence shaping

best sights and top experiences - Travel tips and

the changing nature of ageing and its

info: packed with essential pre-departure

consequences for individuals and society. This

information including getting around,

book concentrates on three major themes: active

accommodation, food and drink, health, the

ageing, design for ageing well and the

media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities,

relationship between ageing and socio-economic
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development. Each chapter provides a state of

life on Queen Street West or ice skating at New

the art topic summary as well as reporting the

City Hall, The Rough Guide to Toronto makes

essential research findings from New Dynamics of

sure you make the most out of your time in

Ageing research projects. There is a strong

Toronto.Packed with detailed, practical advice on

emphasis on the practical implications of ageing

what to see and do in Toronto, this guide

and how evidence-based policies, practices and

provides reliable, up-to-date descriptions of the

new products can produce individual and societal

best hotels in Toronto, recommended restaurants

benefits.

and nightlife attractions, with tips on everything

Suzy Gershman's Born to Shop London Suzy

from festivals to shopping, for all budgets.

Gershman 2004-02-15 For more than ten years,

Featuring detailed coverage on a full range of

Suzy Gershman has been leading savvy

attractions; from the CN Tower and Kensington

shoppers to the world's best finds. Now Born to

Market, to the tranquil Georgian Bay Islands

Shop London is easier to use and packed with

National Park, you'll find expert tips on exploring

more up-to-date listings and shopping secrets

Toronto's amazing attractions, with an

than ever before. Inside you'll find: The best of

authoritative background on Toronto's history.

the shopping scene, from world-class department

Explore all corners of Toronto with the clearest

stores ands trendy boutiques to street markets

maps of any guide. Make the most of your

and sample sales Excellent values, from antiques

holiday with The Rough Guide to Toronto.

to Doc Martens Great gift ideas, even for the

The Rough Guide to Japan Sally McLaren

friend who has everything—plus the best gifts for

2014-09-01 Now available in ePub format. The

less than $15 The best airfare, hotel, and dining

award-winning Rough Guide to Japan makes the

values—so you can maximize your shopping

ideal travel companion to one of the world's most

dollars Detailed city maps and shopping tours

unique and dynamic countries. In full color

The Rough Guide to Toronto Rough Guides

throughout, this opinionated guide is packed with

2009-07-01 The Rough Guide to Toronto is the

essential information on the latest and best

ultimate travel guide with clear maps and detailed

places to sleep, eat, party and shop and includes

coverage of all the best attractions Canada's

pointers on etiquette and other cultural niceties.

largest metropolis has to offer. Discover the

Maps of all the main tourist destinations and

varied and exciting city of Toronto; whether taking

easy-to-read color transportation maps of the

a 'Mad of the Mist' boat tour of the breathtaking

Tokyo and Osaka train and subway systems help

Niagara Falls, grooving to the beat of the street

you navigate the major cities. From neon-soaked
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Tokyo to temple-studded Kyoto and snow-topped

with The Rough Guide to Japan.

Mount Fuji, all of the major travel hotspots are

The Unofficial Guide to Chicago David Hoekstra

covered in full, and The Rough Guide to Japan

2007-04-02 Providing a sensible, objective,

also points the way to off-the-beaten-track gems:

consumer's guide to travel, these easy-to-use

Soak in a live-volcano hot spring on Kyushu

travel handbooks provide useful evaluations of

island, go diving in tropical Okinawa, or wind your

local hotels, attractions, and restaurants in all

way through mountain traverses in the Japan

price ranges, honest advice on local attractions

Alps. You'll also find a richer understanding of the

that are worth the time and money, detailed

country through chapters on Japan's history,

maps, tips on special events and festivals, and

religions, arts, movies, music, and pressing

extensive information on local shopping, sports,

environmental issues. Make the most of your time

nightlife, and other activities.
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